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mistake both in the table and in the body of the book, since the whole of 
vs. 36 is assigned to E. Gen. 29:24 is designated as secondary on p. I Io, 
but not on p. xvi. On p. xvii Gen. 37:13 is given as a whole to J, but in 
the analysis on p. 127 vs. I3a is given to J and vs. I3b to E. The table 
gives Gen. 40: 1-23 as all E', but pp. 130 and 131 give vss. 3b and 15b to 
E2. In like manner 41:I4b, 35b, and 42: 28a are not designated as second- 

ary in the table of contents. Gen. 41:46 is marked in the table as wholly 
secondary, but in the analysis vs. 46b is given to E'. On p. xviii Gen. 
48:8a should read 48:9a, and Exod. I:7b-I2 is inaccurate because in the 

parallel column vs. 7c is given to another source. Exod. 12:21 (p. xix) 
should be put into a parenthesis. Exod. I5:19-21 is assigned by the 
table to P, but in the analysis only 15:19 is given to P and vss. 20, 2I to E. 
Such discrepancies cause serious inconvenience to the person who wishes 
to use the harmony-table for ascertaining quickly the assignment of a 
particular verse to its source. The differences between the table and the 
body of the book are so numerous that one finds that he cannot trust the 
table, but must in every case hunt up the passage in the body of the book 
in order to be sure of the author's view. One is disposed, however, to 
excuse such minor inaccuracies in view of the enormous labor that Dr. 
Kent has evidently put upon this book, and the great service that it is sure 
to render in popularizing Old Testament criticism. 

LEWIS BAYLES PATON. 
HARTFORD THEOLOGICAL SEMINARlY. 

SOME NEW TESTAMENT PROBLEMS 

Another attempt has been made, this time by Wrede,' to explain the 
fourth gospel as a theological polemic. If Baldensperger2 could make a 
fairly reasonable argument for his unreasonable theory that the gospel 
was directed against the disciples of John the Baptist, we ought to expect 
Wrede to make out a much stronger case for his theory that the Jews were 
the enemies of the Christian church combated by the author. For if this 
book was written with a definite class of people in mind, whose claims the 
writer intended to discredit, then Wrede is right. If this book is a polemic, 
it is a polemic against the Jews. We are, however, convinced that the 
condition is contrary to fact. Wrede has read the gospel with much insight. 

1 Charakter und Tendenz des Johannesevangeliums. Von W. Wrede. Tilbingen 
und Leipzig: Mohr, 1903. iv+71 pages. M. 1.25. 

2 Der Prolog des vierten Evangeliums, 1898. See Presbyterian and Reformed 
Review, 19oo, p. 522. 
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To him the book is no patchwork of sources but a clearly defined unity. 
Is it permissible to agree with Wendt that the discourses of the book are 
early documents, and then to adopt Wrede's conclusion that the book is a 
unit, and so quote two respectable critics in favor of the early origin of the 
whole gospel ? Why not ? Neither critic would, of course, agree with our 
final result, but has not each laid himself open to such use ? 

Wrede at least shows much discernment in his reading of the gospel. 
He does not hesitate to discover Christology of a high character. He per- 
ceives that the author's chief interest is in the teaching of Jesus, and that 
the incidents and miracles are introduced for the sake of the teaching they 
contain or lead up to. He sees the significant character of the gospel- 
how much of what is written is written to show how more was intended by 
the Holy Spirit in what was said and done than the actors and speakers 
realized at the time. He emphasizes the infatuation of the Jews in their 
opposition to Jesus, by reason of which they could not understand the plain- 
est teaching. Wrede, however, explains all this as the later reflection of a 
dogmatist who wishes to make it appear that the opinions and teachings 
of a recent time were those of Christ's own day. He finds a heightening of 
the miraculous-an attempt to glorify Jesus by representing him as trium- 
phant over the worst cases of disease. The blind man had been born 
blind; Lazarus had been dead three days. Such details are introduced for 
a purpose-to emphasize the reality of the sign, and so to prove his claims; 
e. g., only he who has actually raised the dead can claim to be the Life. 

Wrede finds this evidence of the polemic character of the gospel also in 
the interest of the writer in the theological bearing of even his historical 
parts. In several cases where narrative matter is introduced we are con- 
vinced before we have finished reading that it was not history but dogma 
that influenced the selection of the incident. 

Another proof of the dogmatic intention of the book is in the oft-noticed 
character of the discourses. No matter who speaks, no matter to whom 
Jesus speaks, one is, after all, the real speaker, viz., the evangelist, who 
is also the author of the first epistle. 

Once more, the unreality of the historical parts is a witness for the tend- 
ency of the book. This author could not have been a spectator of any of 
these scenes. The situations are pale and colorless. No answers are 
given to many of the most obvious questions which occur to the reader. A 
deputation comes from Jerusalem to ask who Jesus is. Who sent it ? We 
do not know. What happens when Jesus gives his answer? We are not 
informed. To whom does John say, "Behold the Lamb of God" ? There 
is no answer. Wrede's explanation of these facts is that the author is writ- 
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ing at a distance of time from the events, and introduces them at all only 
to give an appearance of reality to the discourses of Jesus in which he teaches 
about himself. For it is the Christology of the gospel which reveals its 
purpose. In fact, all other forms really disappear behind the picture of 
Jesus in his supernatural majesty. He is a divine Being who walks like a 
stranger over the earth, and whose humanity is transparent in order to let 
the divine light stream through. He was not a real person, but is pre- 
sented quite in the docetic manner. 

Wrede's conchision is that only a second-century opponent will explain 
the facts which he has observed. Who is this dreadful enemy whose face 
is so fearful as to cause so complete and yet so transparent a misrepresen- 
tation ? Answer: The Jewish school and church of the time of the gospel. 
Judaism at this time had long been cast off by Christianity, and this writer 
has his part in the inheritance which the sub-apostolic church, in relation 
to Judaism, owed to Paul. Going through the gospel with this theory in 
mind, what signs of a polemic can we find ? Foremost, of course, is the 
representation, consistent throughout, that Jesus was the Son of God. 
The evangelist seeks to overcome the Jewish objection that Jesus had died, 
and so could not be the Messiah and Son of God. The gospel gives reasons 
in prophecy why he did not save himself from death. It was divine neces- 
sity that led him to death, and so was not unnatural. Moreover, this 
evangelist lays great stress on the fact that Jesus suffered willingly, so that 
no Jew could speak of the defeat of Jesus. In view also of the charge that 
he had died as a malefactor, it is expressly emphasized that he was innocent. 

It will be seen from this rapid survey of the course of the argument of 
Wrede's book-in which his own words have frequently been used-how 
summary is his treatment of the evangelist. It was unnecessary for him 
to disclaim a belief in the apostolic authorship of the book. The great 
objection to the theory is its unexpectedness. Surely a polemic would 
make some profession of its character. No man reading the gospel without 
prejudice and for the first time would gather the slightest hint that it was a 
party writing, a disingenuous, not to say dishonest, attempt to win doubtful 
honors for his religion by misrepresenting his adversaries. We cannot 
feel that the case has been made out. Wrede has observed facts which 
others have failed to see; he has real insight. But he sees too much, and 
when he comes to account both for what he sees and for what he thinks he 
sees, he goes far astray. The fourth evangelist's real interest is in the doc- 
trine and not in the history, yet he has provided us with certain historical 
data without which we should be very much at sea in reading the other 
gospels. As for his representations of doctrine, they provide us with the 
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real atmosphere in which to construct the history presented as history in 
the synoptics. Let his own statement of motive suffice. The gospel is a 

positive and not a negative writing. In the sense that all statement of 
truth is in itself the contradiction of error, the gospel is a polemic; and, if 
so, a polemic against just the forms of error prevalent when it was written. 
Wrede admits that there may be other opponents besides the Jews combated 
in the book. Jews, heathen, especially Gnostics and the disciples of John 
the Baptist, may come in for a share of the author's counter-arguments. 
Well, these are just the ones whom a writer, say at the close of the first 

century, would desire to convince that Jesus was the Son of God, or at least 
with respect to whom he would wish to fortify his Christian readers. In 
this way we would construe the facts which Wrede urges in favor of the 

polemic character of the gospel. For a late date for the writing we cannot 
see that he has made a single point. 

Dr. Lepsius is editor of a monthly magazine for the understanding and 

spread of the gospel-Das Reich Christi. To this periodical he is himself 
a frequent contributor. The pamphlet here noticed3 is a reprint of an 
article published in the July and August numbers, 1902. It is an attempt 
to explain the variations of the gospel accounts of the resurrection of our 
Lord. According to Matthew and Mark, aside from the one appearance 
of Jesus to the women at the sepulcher, we know of only one appearance of 

Jesus, and that in Galilee; and this is described as the first which the apostles 
experienced. Luke and John, on the other hand, record that first appear- 
ance to the apostles as taking place in Jerusalem. One account or the 
other is right. Which, therefore, is correct ? Most critics nowadays 
choose the Galilean horn of the dilemma because in that way the "empty 
grave" can be explained as legend and the belief in a resurrection of the 
body can be escaped. But Loofs, who takes the other alternative and 
brings the weighty testimony of Paul to bear in favor of the Lucan- 

Johannine narrative, must do so at the expense of the Matthean-Marcan 
account. Is there now any other way of saving also the trustworthiness of 
the latter story ? Lepsius thinks there is, and the present brochure is his 
solution. It rehabilitates Hofmann's generally rejected theory that here 
and in the half-dozen or more places in the resurrection-history the Galilee 
referred to is not the region intended elsewhere in the gospels, but is a 
small place on the Mount of Olives. His argument is briefly this: Christian 
literature knows of a Galilee on the Mount of Olives. The Acts of Pilate 
speak of a place of Judea named Galilee, understanding thereby a moun- 

3 Reden und Abhandlungen. 4: Die Auferstehungsberichte. Mit einer Tafel. 
Von Johannes Lepsius. Berlin: Reich Christi Verlag, 1902. 45 pages. M. I. 
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tain near Jerusalem. Tertullian, Lactantius, and Chrysostom know of 
such a place. Accounts of pilgrims from 530 A. D. on tell of a place or 
caravansary on the northernmost spur of Olivet called Galilee. But may 
these witnesses have been misled by the monks? Yes, of course, unless 
we can show that this place had a pre-Christian existence. Such proof is 
reached in the following manner. Galilee in the LXX is the Greek trans- 
lation of either Galila, Gilgal, Galil, or Geliloth. In the Old Testament 
there were several Galilas or Gilgals: (i) Gilgal or Galil in the north, 
after which the region of Galilee was named; (2) Gilgal on the Jordan 
(Jos. 4: 19; Judg. 2: 1; etc.); (3) Geliloth of the Philistines (Jos. 13: 2); (4) 
a place on the boundary between Judah and Benjamin (Jos. 15:7). What, 
now, does Galil mean ? Lepsius gathers that it was the name of a thing 
before it became the name of a place; that it represented a mass of stones 
set up for purposes of worship. The stones were twelve in number, repre- 
senting the signs of the Zodiac--the protecting angels of the twelve tribes. 
A Galil then is a place which served for purposes of worship. There were 
four of these places originally, and one of them was in the neighborhood 
of Jerusalem. The one which was on the boundary between Judah and 
Benjamin, Lepsius identifies with the Galilee of the Matthean-Marcan 
account. Having then proved that Galilee was even before Christ known 
as a place on the Mount of Olives, our author proceeds to reconstruct the 
resurrection-history in accordance with his find. All the other differences 
between the two accounts are the natural results of different points of 
view. "Each evangelist would tell just the events to which his readers 
had some relation." 

This exceedingly simple explanation of the varying accounts of the 
gospels satisfies Lepsius. We doubt if it will satisfy the historical critic. 
Aside from the doubtful fact of the actual presence of such a place known 
as Galilee in Jesus' day, even if it were nothing but an inn, a caravansary; 
and aside from the identification of Galilee with Gilgal, the theory presents 
insuperable difficulties. There would be no mention of it anywhere else 
by the evangelists, though by the theory it was a familiar place of resort for 

Jesus and the disciples. The evangelists make no explanation of the 
two senses in which the word was used. Even the paths of harmony, 
devious and treacherous as they seem to Lepsius, appear to the present 
writer safer than this perilous way. 

The pamphlet of Dr. Eberhard Nestle4 presents studies which formed 

4 Salz und Licht: Vortrage und Abhandlungen in zwangloser Folge. 8: Vom 
Textus Receptus des grieckischen Neuen Testaments. Von Eberhard Nestle. Barmen: 
Verlag der Wuppenthaler Tractat-Gesellschaft, 1903. 55 pages. M. o.8o. 
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the basis of an address delivered to a conference of pastors in Barmen in 

August, I903. Nestle is probably as well informed on the shortcomings 
of the Textus Receptus as anyone living; and it is, indeed, hard to see, after 

reading his Einleitung and his contributions to the periodicals, not to speak 
of the present pamphlet, why there should still be prejudice in favor of so 

corrupt a text. It is matter for congratulation that our own Bible Society 
has already adopted the Revised Version as the basis for its future publica- 
tions. 

The emphasis which von Soden in his great work places on the minus- 
cules will no doubt serve to rescue from obscurity in the libraries many 
manuscripts of noble paternity, in whose faces may be seen, though marred 
and distorted, some of the features of their ancestors. Schmidtke was one 
of the Berlin professor's lieutenants in gathering, arranging, and estimating 
his materials. In the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris, among the manu- 

scripts noted and described by the Abbe Martin in 1884, a curious codexs 
crossed his vision. Catalogued as gr. 97 in the library, cited as 743 by 
Martin, as ev. 579 by Gregory, it has fallen into its place in the elaborate 
scheme of von Soden as E 376. The Abb6 Martin said of it: "If it were 

known, it certainly would be celebrated." Schmidtke has determined to 

give it its chance. The result justifies the attempt as well as the prediction. 
The history of the manuscript appears to be as follows: It was made in 
the thirteenth century at the order of an abbess called Olympias. Some 
hundred years thereafter it was acquired by a certain Konstantinos, and 

up to the sixteenth century remained in the church of the martyr Theodoros, 
where it was used by the priests as a church and family register. The 
situation of this church, as well as the place of the origin of the manuscript, 
is judged to have been either Syria or Egypt. Schmidtke prefers the latter. 
After various vicissitudes it arrived in Paris. A curious feature marks it. 
The gospel of Matthew is a true reproduction of a late copy in the ordinary 
text. The other three gospels are written from dictation by an unskilled 
and ignorant scribe from an uncial manuscript of an early date, the dictator 
himself being little better furnished with Greek. The difficulties of these 
two amateur copyists are strikingly illustrated. The reader mistakes A 
for A and A for N, etc. He does not understand abbreviations, but reads 

xKc (KvpL) as 
KaL,, 

and transforms ? 18ovo-a into the curious word acnsovoa; 
Trovro t becomes TovroLs; etc. No doubt the manuscript was hard to 

decipher, but many of his errors argue ignorance. The writer was no 

s Die Evangelien eines alten Uncialcodex, nach einer Abschrift des dreizehnten 
Jahrhunderts. Herausgegeben von Alfred Schmidtke. Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1903. 
xl+ii6 pages. M. 4. 
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less a tyro. A modern Greek could confuse vowel-sounds no more hope- 
lessly than did this man. c, ECL, oL, at have all the same sound to him, or 
else he is thoroughly confused. In the late Greek softening of y by his 
reader that letter frequently drops out, even in so familiar a word as 

K/qpv-yIa. The date of the prototype is to be determined by several data. The con- 
fusion in letters experienced by the reader, the length of the lines, etc., 
lead Schmidtke to place the origin of the codex somewhere in the fifth 

century. The text of this prototype, called OL-in honor of the abbess- 
has certain characteristics which ally it with the B N group. "From the 
agreement between OL and B in otherwise very seldom shared readings 
and in not a few peculiarities completely isolated in the chaos of recensions, 
mixtures, translations, and quotations," Schmidtke infers "the identity of a 
near predecessor of B in an ancestor of OL." One striking peculiarity 
of OL is the division of the text into chapters or sections which fairly cor- 
respond with the paragraphs of B. Other manuscripts, as A and 5, have 
the same peculiarity more or less marked. Consequently Schmidtke 
thinks that it was a feature of all the texts which resulted from the recen- 
sion which, according to Bousset (whom Schmidtke follows), Hesychius, the 

Egyptian bishop, made about 300 A. D. But now, what was the source of 

Hesychius's division of the gospels into sections ? After a careful exami- 
nation Schmidtke concludes as follows: 

Hesychius for his edition received ready made the chapters and synoptical 
divisions of a work containing Matthew and parallels, and in imitation of that 
standard divided the other three gospels into chapters, and, so far as it was 
demanded, in the case of the sections not accompanied by Matthew, into sub- 
divisions, without, however, in the latter case accomplishing the synoptic inten- 
tion of the model. 

But the first one to furnish Matthew with the synoptical parallels was a 

fellow-countryman of Hesychius-Ammonius. Hesychius improves on 
Ammonius, however, in this respect. The latter sacrificed much of the 
material to harmony and separated the sections which he used from 
their connections. The former, while retaining the Ammonian divis- 
ions, yet gives all the material, and seems to have no interest in the 

parallel portions nor in the peculiar sections of the individual gospels. 
This is an important fact, if it is true. Is Hesychius' disregard of 
Ammonius' harmony scheme intentional, arising from its manifest 
faults? Or is he using the text which underlay Ammonius' Diates- 
saron ? Schmidtke shows that the text of the sections which Ammonius 

presented is different from the text of those sections which Hesychius was 

obliged to get from other sources; a further most interesting discovery 
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which, if maintained, will justify Bousset's remark that the B (and now 
OL type) of text, while not the original gospel text, may yet have very 
ancient documents as its ancestors. After the Introduction (in forty pages) 
above outlined, the text of c 376 is presented, purified from its transcrip- 
tional errors. Schmidtke's book is a most scholarly piece of work and 
well deserves the recognition it is receiving from students of textual criti- 
cism. 

One cannot speak with such enthusiasm of Dr. Janssen's work6 on 
Nonnus' Paraphrase. It was, to be sure, not an easy task which Pro- 
fessor Blass set this aspirant for a doctorate. But perhaps an easier task 
better done would have yielded more fruitful results. Nonnus of Panopolis 
in Egypt was a Greek poet who wrote about 41o A. D., among other 

things, a 
/c-rafoX/q 

o70V Kara '"Iovvwv A~yov ayycXLtov (Migne, 43:749). 
Janssen undertakes to determine the text which underlay the paraphrase. 
He makes Nestle his standard and makes free use of his edition. Too 
free indeed, for in places where the paraphrase has nothing to correspond 
there appears Nestle written out fair. It is quite useless to speculate what 

might have been Nonnus' reading when per lacunam there is no equivalent 
in the original. Janssen's method is to print the hypothetical text of 
Nonnus at the top of the page, and to present at the bottom, occupying 
about one-third of the page, his "ausfiihrlicher Apparat." This apparatus 
relates the text thus reconstructed to the manuscripts, versions, and Fathers, 
especially Chrysostom. Special work has been done on the Latin Fathers, 
and of the versions the Lewis Syriac has been carefully studied, the results 

being embodied in the apparatus. But when all praise has been allowed 
for this good work, we must say that Janssen has apparently little sense of 
the importance which his results might have for textual criticism. He has 
not indicated by a word what affinities his text seems to have, nor has he 

given the material by which others can do this. His citation of manuscripts 
seems often to have been made quite at random, for he frequently omits to 
cite the very witnesses which, assenting or dissenting, would be significant. 
Nor does he distinguish in his reconstructed text between possible and 

probable conjectural readings. One would expect the editor to indicate 
at least the affinities of Nonnus's text with the Egyptian group of manu- 

scripts and versions. An introduction would also have been a welcome 
addition to his book. Little is known of Nonnus, and the dictionaries give 

6 Das Johannes-Evangelium nach der Paraphrase des Nonnus Panopolitanus. 
Mit einem ausfiihrlichen Apparat. Herausgegeben von R. Janssen. [Texte und 

Untersuchungen, herausgegeben von von Gebhardt und Harnack; N. F., viii, 4.] Leip- 
zig: Hinrichs, 1903. iv+8o pages. M. 2.50. 
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scant information. Why not have collected in a few pages all that may 
be known of this obscure old poet ? It would have saved at least one reader 
a wearisome search among the reference-books. Janssen has done some 
good work, but his results hardly satisfy. 

Louis BURTON CRANE. 
CHICAGO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. 

A LIBERAL MANIFESTO 

Translations of this book' by the distinguished French scholar and 
teacher have been made into Dutch, Italian, German, and now into Eng- 
lish. There are five chapters: the first deals with the genesis of liberal 
Protestantism, viewed as the modern expression of the principle of the 
Reformation; the second, with liberal Protestantism founded on religious 
experience viewed as the modem expression of the Christian religion; 
the third, with liberal Protestantism founded on moral experience (sin, 
moral solidarity, the work of Christ); the fourth, with liberal Protestantism 
founded on social experience, or the church in the modern world; the last, 
with the ideal of liberal Protestantism and its mission in modern society. 

The book was written to set forth the essential nature of modern Chris- 
tianity so clearly and so free from theological and ecclesiastical contro- 
versies as to be understandable and illuminating to readers who are not 
theologians and not familiar with the old Protestant controversies. Yet 
the book is not popular to the exclusion of scholarship. It really goes to 
the root of the matter and exhibits the author's whole conception of the 
Christian religion. He assumes as current coin in the modem kingdom 
of knowledge such presuppositions as evolution, immanence, and criticism; 
he does not seek to discredit them with petty and ignorant polemics, nor 
is he afraid of them. Indeed, he occupies a well-founded philosophical 
and critical position of his own. These lectures--for such they originally 
were--fight against two fronts. First, they say to the disciples and defenders 
of orthodox traditional Christianity: "You must give up your traditionary 
formulations and views, if you intend to be honorable men of the present 
time; and you can give them up with a good conscience, for the religious 
kernel, the really life-sustaining, remains after you have done so. " Secondly, 
they say to those who have given up the Christian religion along with the 
orthodox tlheology: "You have 'thrown out the child with the bath;' you 

xLiberal Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, and Mission. By Jean Rdville. 
Translated and edited by Victor Leuliette. New York: Putnam; London: William 
H. Norgate, 1903. xvi + 205 pages. 
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